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 .. and fans of Alyssa Rosenberg's writing, too. Menu Bachelor in Paradise: Season 2, Episode 1 I’ve been waiting for this. To be
more precise, I’ve been waiting for the Bachelor in Paradise premiere. I’ve been waiting for Paradise and I’ve been waiting for

reality television to continue to come after my favorite brand of entertainment. That’s because I have a strong tendency to
wander between all-around-neutral, apathetic, and cynical. I’m fully aware that I’m not watching Bachelor in Paradise for its

actual content. I’m not even watching Bachelor in Paradise for Alyssa Rosenberg or Jen Lamb. I’m watching Bachelor in
Paradise because I feel like I’m missing something. There’s something that makes the Bachelor franchise a special brand of

television for me. That something might have something to do with the fact that I’m part of a generation of women who grew up
with or at least have known friends who grew up with the show. And I’m not the only one who’s feeling a connection with this
brand of television. In the summer of 2017, Tavi Gevinson celebrated her birthday with an ABC premiere date announcement
and an emotional farewell letter where she expressed that the reality franchise was the biggest part of her childhood and adult

life. Jealousy aside, I feel like Tavi’s feelings about Bachelor in Paradise are probably the ones I have the most in common with.
I know that there are so many reasons to love it, but what I really love is the romance of it all. I love the awkwardness of it all.
The drinking. The joking. The dirty dancing. The storming of the beach. The roses. The rose ceremony. The kisses. The “trash

talk.” The falling down. I love that Bachelor in Paradise is a way for people to feel comfortable telling their most ridiculous
stories and fantasies. I love that it’s a space where people get to see how different and equally spectacular they are. I love that it’s

a room of strangers who will welcome you with open arms and embrace you as a person. I love that I’m going to get to make
new friends, make new drama, and become more comfortable with my own sexuality. It’s going to be hard at first, but I’m
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